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American Standard Features Award-Winning Home
Comfort Products at 2015 International Builders’ Show
Products designed to make homeowners’ lives more comfortable, from
heating and cooling, to geothermal and air filtration systems, to home control
LAS VEGAS (Jan. 20, 2015) — Bringing its tradition of providing durable and practical
home comfort products to the International Builders’ Show (IBS) for the first time,
American Standard Heating and Air Conditioning, a leader in residential solutions and
services and an Ingersoll Rand (NYSE:IR) brand, showcases its newest innovations
designed to make homeowners’ lives easier.
Products and technologies on display in American Standard Booth S2043 include:
 The AccuComfort™ variable speed air conditioner, which offers the ultimate in
energy efficiency and quiet operation
 The durable Silver 14 air conditioner that delivers reliable cooling and practical
efficiency
 The American Standard AccuClean™ whole-home air filtration system, which
removes up to 99.98 percent of particles and allergens in a home
 The Platinum TAM8 air handler, featuring a variable-speed motor and integrated
humidity control through Comfort-R™ technology and	
  including advanced
communication features for a perfectly optimized matched system
 Compact and efficient ductless systems for homes without central heating and
cooling systems
 American Standard’s most advanced home energy command centers, including
the AccuLink™ Platinum 950 Control
 Innovative geothermal systems that tap into the sustainable energy of the earth
to return up to $4 of heat for every $1 of electricity used
 The American Standard 92 gas furnace, which provides consistent home
comfort throughout the coldest winter months
“Families can always depend on American Standard to deliver quality heating and
cooling products that provide the ultimate in home comfort. The products we’re bringing
to IBS uphold our promise, whether it’s long-lasting reliability for the coldest and hottest
times of the year, efficient systems to save energy, or technologies that put them in
control of their home at all times,” said Mark Hall, builder and retail leader for American
Standard.
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American Standard AccuComfort: Constant Comfort All Year Long
American Standard AccuComfort variable speed heat pump and air conditioning
systems provide the ultimate in climate control and energy savings. This state-of-the-art
technology delivers precise and efficient comfort by running heat pumps and air
conditioners at the exact speed needed to maintain a home’s ideal temperature, within
1/2 degree of the selected setting — similar to cruise control in a car.
The American Standard Platinum 20 heat pump with AccuComfort technology boasts an
energy efficiency rating of up to 20 SEER, allowing homeowners to save an average of
38 percent on their monthly energy bill, saving up to $564 per year on energy costs.1
American Standard Silver 14 Air Conditioner: Durable and Efficient
The American Standard Silver 14 air conditioning unit is an unbeatable combination of
value and reliability. The trusted and durable design provides powerful, consistent
cooling in any home, all while providing excellent efficiency.
Breathe Easier With the AccuClean Indoor Air Filtration System
American Standard AccuClean provides whole-house filtration for indoor air, which
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) studies indicate may be 25 times, and
occasionally more than 100 times, more polluted than outdoor levels. It utilizes patented,
breakthrough air-cleaning technology to eliminate allergens and particles, such as dust,
pollen, bacteria, pet dander, mold spores and smoke. This advanced design is capable
of removing up to 99.98 percent of particles and allergens down to .1 microns –
equivalent to 1/1,000th the diameter of a human hair.
Feel Cooler and More Comfortable With the Platinum TAM8 Air Handler
It’s easy to create a comfortable home environment with the American Standard
Platinum TAM8 air handler, which automatically communicates and coordinates your
other system components through the AccuLink Communicating System. The sleek
design of the air handler’s cabinet allows less moisture and fewer dust particles to be
drawn in from garages, attics and crawl spaces, which helps prevent energy loss and
virtually eliminates condensation.
American Standard Ductless Systems: Flexible Home Comfort and Efficiency
American Standard ductless systems for heating and cooling bring efficient, convenient
and economical comfort to homes built without ducted heating systems or where the
main system lacks capacity to expand, as well as to room additions where installing
ductwork may be impractical or too expensive. Ductless systems allow homeowners to
be efficient with their energy use, because they operate separately from a central
system, and are individually controlled to provide heating or cooling only when needed.
American Standard Home Energy Management At Your Fingertips
The American Standard AccuLink Controls are easy-to-use advanced home
management tools for remotely controlling the comfort of your home.
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The AccuLink Controls are compatible with Nexia™ Home Intelligence, a leading home
automation system and brand of Ingersoll Rand, enabling homeowners to remotely
control their home’s heating, cooling and energy usage from any Web-enabled computer
or smartphone, for the ultimate in convenience, reliability and control. Nexia Home
Intelligence requires a monthly subscription.
Sustainable, Green Energy From the Earth
American Standard is proud to offer its innovative line of Geothermal Systems, which
harnesses the renewable heat from deep inside the earth, ensuring a virtually limitless
supply of energy. These extremely energy-efficient systems can return up to $4 of heat
for every $1 of electricity used. Four different configurations allow American Standard
Geothermal Technology to adapt to any region, in any home.
Stay Warm, Save Money With American Standard’s 92 Gas Furnace
With up to 92.1 percent AFUE efficiency rating, the American Standard 92 Gas Furnace
offers quality comfort and efficiency. The efficient design saves on energy usage while
reducing greenhouse gas emissions. The insulated cabinet is durable and quiet, holding
more heat to better warm a home.
For more information about American Standard products, visit the American Standard
booth at IBS or stay tuned for updates on Americanstandardair.com.
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Based on Energy Star’s online Savings Calculator, a 3 ton Platinum 20 Heat Pump and
programmable thermostat can save a homeowner in St. Louis Missouri up to $564 per year on
their heating and cooling costs when compared to industry standard 13 SEER, 7.7 HSPF 3 ton
™
heat and thermostat. That means, American Standard AccuComfort , with an energy efficiency
rating of up to 20 SEER, can save these homeowners an average of 38 percent on their energy
bill. 	
  

About Ingersoll Rand
Ingersoll Rand (NYSE:IR) advances the quality of life by creating comfortable,
sustainable and efficient environments. Our people and our family of brands—including
Club Car®, Ingersoll Rand®, Thermo King® and Trane®—work together to enhance the
quality and comfort of air in homes and buildings; transport and protect food and
perishables; and increase industrial productivity and efficiency. We are a global business
committed to a world of sustainable progress and enduring results. For more
information, visit www.ingersollrand.com.
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